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1.

in

Scotland,

Purpose/Executive Summary

1.1 The Audit Scotland report on Local Government in Scotland, Challenges & Performance
2018 was published on 5 April 2018. The report provides a high level independent view
of the issues currently facing local government in Scotland and the impact these are
having on Council performance.
1.2 The report makes recommendations for the key areas of activity needed to ensure
continuous improvement, in particular highlighting that ‘effective leadership and robust
planning are more important than ever to ensure council services remain sustainable’.
Going forward Audit Scotland recognises that councillors and senior managers working
closely with communities will continue to face difficult decisions with limited resources.
1.3 The report provides a useful checklist against issues and challenges facing Highland
Council, and allows these to be placed in context of the wider national position.
1.4 In this context the report then sets out planned action by the Administration to address
these challenges through establishing service priorities, performance standards,
supported by robust financial and workforce planning.
2.

Recommendations

2.1 Members are asked to:
I.
II.

Note and comment on the national report in the local context;
Consider the planned actions and key messages outlined in Section 7 of this report

3.

Introduction

3.1

Audit Scotland has provided a view of the current and future challenges facing
councils, how these are being responded to and the impact on council
performance across Scotland. While the report does not provide any
significant new insights it does provide a helpful summary and analysis of the
issues. The report is provided as Appendix 1 of this report and referenced to
within this report.

3.2

There are important connections to be made between this national report and
recent reports to The Highland Council and Strategic Committees which have
already highlighted many of the issues raised. These include the Annual
External Audit Report and Accounts to Council in October 2017; and reports
on the Council’s Annual Performance, Public Opinion and Statutory
Performance Indicators in September 2017, October 2017 and March 2018
respectively. All of these reports plus the Corporate Risk Register refer to the
impact of the Council’s current operating environment and the challenges
faced.

3.3

A report to this Council on the Local Scrutiny Plan also connects to this report
as it provides an overview of the risks that External Audit consider the
Highland Council is facing in relation to delivering Best Value, and these will
be the focus of external scrutiny during 2018/19. The report will also assist the
Council prepare for a Best Value Assurance Report (BVAR) currently planned
by our auditors Grant Thornton for 2019.

4.

The current and future challenges

4.1

Audit Scotland cites the complex, changing and increasingly uncertain
environment in which local government in Scotland is operating. Brexit and
the reviews of education and local governance may have significant impact.
They report that between 2010/11 and 2018/19 there has been a reduction in
real terms of 9.6% in revenue funding. There also remains a target to shift
spending decisions for at least 1% of budgets to communities by 2022. An
increasing amount of the funding settlement is being ring-fenced to education
and social care and additional unfunded burdens such as public sector pay,
the apprenticeship levy and equal pay claims add to the pressure. Evidence
supports that it has been predominantly in smaller service areas that the
biggest budget reductions have been seen, while education and social care
take up a growing proportion of councils spend (80% projected, Exhibit 2
page17).

4.2

Demographics continue to be an area of concern with a wide variety of
projections across Scotland for both increasing and decreasing population.
For Highland projections show an increasing population and in particular a
rising percentage of people of pensionable age and reduction in children and
those of working age. This indicates the likelihood of increasing demand for
services and challenges in recruiting staff; therefore workforce planning is
becoming increasingly important to the Council and to partners along with
ensuring there are sufficient resources to meet shifting demand for services
(Exhibit 4, page 19).

4.3

Highland is already experiencing these demographic changes. The region has
seen an increase in population of 12.8% from 208,560 (1997) to 235,180
(2017). In two age groups there has been a decline in population (0 to 15

years, and 25 to 44 years), whilst there has been a significant rise in the
number of pensionable age adults in the region, Figure 1.

Figure 1: Percentage change of population in Highland by age group (19972017)
4.4

Audit Scotland also continue to be interested in the implementation of
Community Empowerment Act and realising the ambitions of the legislation,
while noting that current approaches do not yet reach everyone. In the 2017
survey of the Council’s citizen’s panel only 23% said they felt they had some
influence in local decisions, and this aligns with the same national figure
reported by Audit Scotland from the Scottish Household Survey in 2016. A full
list of legislative and policy change areas with implications for councils are
shown in Exhibit 1, page 11 of Appendix 1.

4.5

Local Government elections in 2017 resulted in a large number of new
councillors being elected. In Audit Scotland’s view this brings additional
pressures requiring complex negotiation to ensure there is sufficient support
for key policy papers and decisions in the chamber. Audit Scotland flag the
importance of councillors working together with senior management to
address their corporate responsibilities. Best Value Assurance Reports
(BVAR) of councils to date have shown there is significant amounts of training
available to councillors but also evidence of poor attendance (paragraphs 1316, page 14).

5.

How Councils are responding

5.1

Audit Scotland summarises councils’ on-going responses to the challenges
identified into three main categories:
• Use of council reserves
• Reducing staff numbers
• Achieving transformational change

5.2

The Highland Council’s reserves are currently viewed as low and this presents
challenges both in their ability to respond to unexpected costs or their ability to
support voluntary severance as in the past. Rebuilding reserves will be
challenging but essential in the current climate and overall more robust longterm financial planning and saving plans are needed to ensure sustainability.

5.3

The Highland Council features significantly in an analysis of changes in
council budgets and workforce 2011 to 2017 although this does not recognise
the impact of transfers to Arms-Length Organisations such as High Life
Highland (Exhibit 6, page 23). Overall approaches to achieve spending
reductions and increase income including digitisation and transformational
change are seen as interdependent. There is a need for effective leadership
and governance, strong financial management and a workforce with the right
skills to successfully deliver change and adapt for the future. Nevertheless a
dependency on workforce reduction is seen as inevitable for many.

5.4

Transformational change is viewed as increasingly important as is its effective
planning and delivery in order to achieve savings. Audit Scotland’s view is
that transformation including options appraisal needs to be properly scoped
and resourced; to do so means councils investing the right time and resources
to deliver the scale of change needed. The Council Redesign approach in
Highland has put the key elements of this in place including governance,
setting priorities and robust options appraisal through peer review. Further
work may be needed to ensure that savings targets are realistic and monitored
and that equality impact is considered.

6.

Impact on council services

6.1

Audit Scotland having adopted the Local Government Benchmarking
Framework as Statutory Performance Indicators and have replicated some
data analysis in the report. Should Members wish to review more detailed
comparative analysis this can be accessed through the Council’s performance
pages at www.highland.gov.uk/performance

6.2

There are indications of mixed results at a national level and while there is
some evidence of improved or maintained performance and outcomes there is
also some evidence that reduced resources are impacting on service
performance; the ability to meet demand (especially in adult social care) and
public satisfaction. This reflects the results reported on Highland Council
performance in key annual performance reports as outline at paragraph 3.2
above. From an external perspective there is a need for councils to
understand and set out the impact budget reductions have on service delivery
and use this business intelligence to inform future decisions.

6.3

There is recognition that performance varies between councils sometimes
significantly due to factors such as levels of deprivation, rurality, demographics
and local priorities and policies. The Accounts Commission has stated that it
does not expect to see improved performance in all areas of council’s activity,
and councils and their communities should set local priorities and decide
where best to focus resources. This will require an ongoing dialogue with
communities.

6.4

Not all variation can be explained by deprivation, particularly education
attainment where there are unexplained variables. In some areas of high
deprivation education attainment is much higher than in others, and overall
attainment of the most deprived pupils is much lower than the least deprived
pupils (paragraphs 75-77, page 34). In addition while education has not seen
the same level of spending reductions, Audit Scotland flag a risk that the
reductions made to date when aligned with increasing pupil numbers have
potential impacts on pupils learning experience and staff morale (paragraphs
86-90, page 37). This presents a more complex picture for long term planning

when demographics are considered.
6.5

There is not necessarily a direct correlation between performance and spend
with evidence of both improved performance and cost reduction across
councils. The variation in performance and spend suggests that there is still
potential for further improvement and efficiency. There are also opportunities
to share best practice and learn from others and this is being facilitated
through benchmarking groups by the Improvement Service in which we are
active participants.

7.

The Highland Council Strategy

7.1

The comments and recommendations from the Audit Scotland report
correspond with previous reports to this Council, especially the need to
prepare multi-year budgets that reflect the Council’s strategic priorities, restore
reserves to a more prudent level, align financial and workforce plans, and
manage change through re-design and innovation within a real terms
reduction in funding.

7.2

At the Council meeting on 15 February 2018 the Administration indicated that
as part of this strategy they would seek to review the system of budgeting
across the Council.

7.3

For the vast majority of services it is not possible to start planning service
delivery from scratch because current service delivery models would preclude
this from happening e.g. the number and location of schools, Scottish
Government policy regarding areas such as teacher numbers and adult care.

7.4

What is therefore proposed as various work streams over the next few months
is to work with a model which recognises this context and harnesses the
power of a base line budgeting approach with challenge and pragmatism. This
will entail collating performance and financial data held by the Council to get a
picture of:• The key outcomes and outputs from each service
• The key performance statistics and benchmarking data
• An overview of how well the service is performing in relation to other
councils
• The resources required to deliver the current level of service

7.5

This data will lead into the preparation of a (minimum) 3 year Financial
Strategy which can focus and align to the strategic priorities of the Council.
The above model is focussed very closely to that used for several re-design
reviews. Re-design work done to date will also inform the process.

7.6

Other strands of work around efficiency, such as Lean, will be used to identify
options for reducing the cost of current services. In addition, working with all
services and the Shared Commercial & Procurement Service, a review will be
undertaken of expenditure and income by detail (subjective) code, and this will
challenge what resources are currently being spent on. Spending within
budget, whilst important, is not sufficient in the current financial climate to
ensure best value and best price is obtained for goods and services, or
whether the expenditure is essential for service delivery.

7.7

An indicative timescale for this work is as follows:-

Activity
Collate key service performance and
benchmarking data
Collate key outcomes and outputs from
services
Undertake review of expenditure and
income based on 2017/18 actuals
Prepare 3 year financial model based on
various financial planning assumptions
Undertake benchmarking review
Workforce strategy updated to reflect
priorities of the Council
Council determines 3 year Revenue Budget
for 2019-2022

Timescale
May - July 2018
May – July 2018
May – June 2018
June 2018
August 2018
September – December 2018
February 2019

7.8

Completion of these various work streams will be resource intensive, but
needs to be prioritised in order to reach a satisfactory conclusion. This
requires contributions from all services, supported by all the disciplines within
Corporate Resources.

7.9

The vision for the work is a comprehensive database that will allow members
to determine the Council’s Revenue Budget based on levels and quality of
service, linked to the Council’s strategic priorities, and supported by a
workforce strategy to ensure that appropriate levels of staffing are in place to
deliver these outcomes over the next few years.

8.

Implications

8.1

Resource, Legal, Community (Equality, Poverty and Rural), Climate
Change/Carbon Clever and Gaelic. There are no direct implications as the
report provides a high level view of the national context. More local
implications will be developed over the next few months, particularly around
Communities.
Risk – The report highlights a number of key areas of risk for local government
in Scotland which the Council needs to consider through strategic and
financial planning going forward.
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The Accounts Commission
The Accounts Commission is the public spending watchdog for local
government. We hold councils in Scotland to account and help them improve.
We operate impartially and independently of councils and of the Scottish
Government, and we meet and report in public.
We expect councils to achieve the highest standards of governance and
financial stewardship, and value for money in how they use their resources
and provide their services.
Our work includes:
•

securing and acting upon the external audit of Scotland’s councils
and various joint boards and committees

•

assessing the performance of councils in relation to Best Value and
community planning

•

carrying out national performance audits to help councils improve
their services

•

requiring councils to publish information to help the public assess
their performance.

You can find out more about the work of the Accounts Commission on
our website: www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/about-us/accounts-commission

Audit Scotland is a statutory body set up in April 2000 under the Public
Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000. We help the Auditor General
for Scotland and the Accounts Commission check that organisations
spending public money use it properly, efficiently and effectively.
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Chair’s introduction
This year's local government overview report, Local government in Scotland:
Challenges and performance 2018, complements the Commission's Local
government in Scotland: Financial overview 2016/17
published in November
2017. This overview focuses on the wider challenges and issues facing councils as
well as their performance and the impact of reduced financial resources.
Councils continue to face challenges on a number of fronts, not least the
challenge of continuing to deliver a wide range of services to local communities
with reducing budgets. Councils have done much to reduce spend and
at the same time continue to deliver services for their local communities.
Transformational change is increasingly important to councils as they seek
to improve local outcomes with less money. Implementing successful
transformation is not easy and audit work shows progress across the 32 councils
is mixed. The scale of the challenge means the pace of change needs to improve
in some councils. Successful transformation requires robust planning, clear and
coherent leadership and suitably skilled staff. Some councils may need to invest
in the short term to save in the long term.
Another challenge is the changing landscape in which councils operate. These
changes introduce significant uncertainty as well as increasing complexity.
For example, the UK's decision to leave the European Union could have a
significant impact on Scotland's councils, but the detail of this is not known. Both
Scottish Government's review of education and of local governance could have
a significant impact on the role councils play, but again the details are not yet
evident. Similarly, the creation of economic partnerships could impact on each
council's role in the important area of economic regeneration and growth.
The Accounts Commission recognises the difficulties such uncertainty and
pressure bring to councils and the added challenge these represent for medium
and long-term planning. However, these same uncertainties mean that planning
has never been more important. Robust plans that project how council outcomes
and priorities will be delivered and funded within reducing budgets are essential
to ensure the sustainability of services for the public.
Last year was the first full operational year for Integration Joint Boards. This
represented a major shift for local government and it is clear that councils, and their IJB
partners, have a significant task in providing social care and support for those in need.
The impact of increasing social care demands from an ageing population on
council budgets is clear and means a higher proportion of council money being
spent on social care services. This has reduced the amount councils have to
spend on other areas and going forward, this has the potential to cause tensions
between local and national priorities and risk the viability of some services.
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Good work is being done across local government, and there is much councils
can learn and share with each other. Looking ahead, councillors and senior
management, working closely with their communities, will continue to be faced
with difficult decisions on where limited resources should be allocated. It is
now more important than ever that these decisions are taken in a planned and
coordinated way, and that the impact of decisions on communities and outcomes
is transparent and understood.
I hope you find this overview useful, and would welcome any feedback you may have.

Graham Sharp
Chair of the Accounts Commission
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Summary
Key messages

1

Local government in Scotland continues to operate in a complex and
changing environment that involves increasing levels of uncertainty.
While details of the terms for the UK’s withdrawal from the European
Union are not yet clear, there will likely be significant and profound
implications for our 32 councils. Meanwhile, the Scottish Government
remains committed to a significant pace of public sector reform,
with some major changes for local government at key stages of
implementation. These events are taking place in the overall context of
substantial reductions in public spending alongside increasing demand
for many local public services.

2

Developing new ways of working – or transformational change – is
now an essential part of the agenda for councils as they respond to
these challenges. Delivering savings is becoming increasingly critical,
with forecast funding gaps higher than current levels of reserves
for some councils. Where councils have properly scoped, resourced
and managed their transformational work, they are more likely to
successfully deliver sustainable service change. Cohesive, decisive
leadership is required that brings officers, councillors and their
communities together to address the major challenges councils face.

3

Councils are engaging with the increasingly difficult task of managing
the competing priorities of reducing costs and maintaining services for
an ageing population. Under current arrangements, some councils can
expect to see government funding fall further than others as their total
population declines while their older population grows and demand
for key services, such as social care, increases. Councils are also
implementing significant policy and legislative changes, some of which
increase expectations on, or the duties of, councils and many will have
additional resource implications. The detail of what these changes will
mean is not yet clear in some cases.

4

Councils have done a considerable amount to manage the impact of
continued budget reductions, and national indicators suggest they
have maintained or improved performance in a number of areas.
However, there is also evidence that budget cuts are having an impact
on services, and customer satisfaction levels have fallen. Some
services are not keeping up with demand and there is a risk that quality
is being affected. Smaller services, which often include important
regulatory functions, have borne the brunt of funding reductions
although the impact of this on these services is not always made
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clear. In making difficult choices, councils need to continue to work
with communities to understand the impact of reduced spending on
services and communities and to clearly report this to the public.

Recommendations
While councils have done much to reduce spend, deliver services
differently and work with their communities, financial and population
pressures are likely to continue. Effective leadership and robust planning is
more important than ever to ensure council services remain sustainable.
Councils should ensure they are continuously improving their work in
key areas by:
• looking to the future:
–– continuing to improve understanding on how the landscape
within which their council operates may change, by considering its
demographics, the public spending environment and policy changes
–– using this information to inform council priorities
–– developing long-term financial and scenario planning that takes
these factors into account and considers the impact on all their
services and their users
–– considering how to make the most of new technology, for
example streamlining processes and communicating differently
with service users
• working with communities - so that they are actively involved in decisionmaking, know the effect decisions are expected to have on services and
communities and see the impact of community empowerment
• focusing on the delivery of priority outcomes through:
–– working with communities to understand their needs
–– establishing effective cross-party relationships to work together
and make the sometimes difficult decisions needed to achieve the
council's priorities
–– clearly linking budgets to plans and outcomes
• establishing robust change strategies and developing realistic plans
for transforming services, which incorporate:
–– effective leadership and good governance arrangements
–– robust options appraisal
–– strong financial management
–– properly scoped and resourced plans
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• ensuring change strategies are supported by:
–– realistic savings plans with long-term implications and mitigation
against unintended impact on other services and communities
–– effective workforce planning to retain and recruit people with the
right skills to deliver sustainable future services
–– income generation plans
–– workforce and member support, training and development
• evaluating and reporting:
–– the impact that significant budget reductions, savings, workforce
changes and service redesign are expected to have and have had
on service delivery and quality
–– using the data collected and monitored to report publicly on the
quality of services, as well as user satisfaction with those services.

About this report
1. This report provides a high level, independent view of the challenges facing
councils in Scotland, how councils are responding to these challenges and
how service performance has been affected. It draws on findings from Local
Government in Scotland: Financial Overview 2016/17 , local government
audit work in 2017 (including annual audits, Best Value Assurance reports and
national performance audits) and published performance data. All national and
individual council audit reports are available on our website .
2. The report is not intended to be a comprehensive review of all issues facing
councils. It highlights key challenges councils face and looks at some of the
main ways councils are responding to increasing demand and reduced funding.
Where specific examples of council activities or circumstances are referenced,
the implication is not that the named councils are the only ones engaging in these
activities or experiencing these circumstances. The report is intended to inform
the public and its representatives and, in particular, local government councillors
and senior council officers to support them in their complex and demanding roles.
It covers three areas:
• Part 1, the current and future challenges facing councils.
• Part 2, how councils are responding to these challenges.
• Part 3, the impact on performance in key service areas and public satisfaction.
3. The 2017 local government elections resulted in many new councillors and
changes to the political make-up of councils. To help councillors, we have
produced the following supplements to accompany this report.
• A scrutiny tool for councillors – this has example questions that councillors
could ask to help them understand their council's position, scrutinise
performance and assist in making difficult decisions. Councillors should feel
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they fully understand, and are satisfied with, the answers to the questions
that are most relevant to them in their role within the council.
• An interactive online tool
which contains performance information
for individual councils. It is designed to allow councillors, officers and
members of the public to better understand how their council is performing
compared to others.
4. Where possible we have used financial information from Scottish Local
Government Statistics as these provide a breakdown of spending by service. Where
this has not been possible we have used figures from councils' annual accounts.
We refer to real-term changes in the report, meaning that financial figures are
adjusted for inflation. Our analysis of local government funding adjusts figures into
2018/19 prices to reflect the current year. Where the report focuses on council
performance in 2016/17, figures have been adjusted to 2016/17 prices.
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Part 1
The challenges for councils

Key messages

1

Councils are operating in a complex, changing and increasingly
uncertain environment. The sector faces potentially significant change
from the UK's decision to leave the European Union. The review of
local governance announced by the Scottish Government and COSLA
aims to give people more say in local decision-making, and may have
a significant impact on councils.

2

Council revenue funding from the Scottish Government has fallen
in real terms by 9.6 per cent between 2010/11 and 2018/19. This has
presented councils with a major challenge in delivering services
and making savings. However, some national policies, and ongoing
spending commitments such as pension and debt costs, mean there
are limitations on where councils can make savings. Smaller service
areas, which often include important regulatory functions, have
seen the biggest budget reductions, while education and social care
services take up a growing proportion of council spend.

3

Scotland's population is getting older, leading to increased demand
for social care services and fewer working age people to fund
public services. Population change brings different challenges to
different councils and also has financial implications. Under current
arrangements, some councils can expect to see Scottish Government
funding fall further than others as their total population declines, while
their older population grows and demand for services increases.

4

New legislation involves councils developing fresh approaches to
community empowerment. There are some examples of good work
taking place, including new ways in which councils consult with, listen
to and work with local people and communities. However, they are
still at the early stages of realising the ambitions of the Community
Empowerment Act and there are signs that these approaches do not
reach everyone. In 2016, only 23 per cent of adults agreed that they can
influence decisions affecting their local area.1

Councils are operating in an increasingly complex and uncertain
landscape
5. Councils provide a wide range of important services for local residents and
communities. Increasingly councils are working in partnership with other public,
private and third sector organisations as they work to find the best way to deliver
services in the future.
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6. In recent years, the role of Scotland's councils and the services they provide
have been subject to significant legislative and national policy changes from UK
and Scottish governments. Some changes increase expectations on or duties of
councils. Some change councils' role. Some have significant financial implications,
while the implications of others are not clear. All of this means additional work
for councils to understand these changes and manage and implement them
accordingly Exhibit 1

Have you
considered
how policy and
legislative change
will affect how
your council
operates?

Exhibit 1

Implications for councils of key UK and Scottish legislative and policy changes
Legislative and policy changes often lack clarity or detail but can require substantial change.
Increased
expectation

Change the role
of council

Lack of clarity

Implication

Financial
implications

Changes

Withdrawal from the European Union

Impact of UK's decision to leave the European Union (EU) is unknown but could
be significant for councils in terms of funding (Scotland has been allocated
€ 940 million in funding from the EU for 2014 to 2020) and workforce (19,000 EU
1, 2
nationals are employed in education, health and public administration).
City region deals and growth deals

In its 2017/18 programme, the Scottish Government committed over £1 billion
over the next ten to 20 years to five city region deals (Aberdeen, Edinburgh
and the South East, Inverness, Glasgow, Stirling and Tay Cities).3 The UK
Government and councils are also contributing significantly to the deals.
City deals will require strong partnership working between councils and a wide
range of public and private partners. Councils will need to determine roles and
responsibilities, accountability and performance reporting. We will report on city
deals in 2019/20.
Integration of health and social care

All integration joint boards (IJBs) were operational in 2016/17. IJBs are
responsible for commissioning health and social care services, so councils
are no longer wholly responsible for social care services. Arrangements for
financial planning, budget monitoring, risk and performance management
vary and continue to evolve. We will audit the effectiveness of health and
social care integration in 2018.
Education reform

The Scottish Government aims to create a school and teacher led education
system, where decisions and funding will be at school level and Regional
Improvement Collaboratives (RICs) will provide support to schools.
Under proposals, councils would retain their duty to improve the quality of
school education but would do this through the RICs rather than directly. It is
not clear yet how this would affect councils' roles in education or their ability
to scrutinise performance. The financial implications of these proposals for
councils are also unclear. The Scottish Government has also consulted on
the funding model for school education.
Cont.
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Exhibit 1 (continued)
Increased
expectation

Change the role
of council

Lack of clarity

Implication

Financial
implications

Changes

Barclay review of non domestic rates (NDR)

In 2017/18, NDR made up 28 per cent of revenue funding from Scottish
Government to councils. In August 2017, the Barclay review published 30
recommendations on NDR to better support business growth and long-term
investment, and to better reflect changing marketplaces.
The Scottish Government accepted most of the recommendations. There are
expectations that implementing these could cost an additional £80 million a year.
It is not yet clear who is responsible for these costs.4
Enterprise and skills review
The Scottish Government's review of the enterprise and skills system in 2016
recommended the creation of regional economic partnerships be led by councils.
The implementation of this is still at an early stage but changes will impact on
councils' work to support local businesses and business gateways.
Early Learning and Childcare
The Scottish Government is committed to extending free childcare for all three-and
four-year-old children and some two-year-olds from 600 hours to 1,140 hours by
2020. Councils had to produce plans for the expansion by September 2017 without
knowing the full details about funding or how the scheme will work.
Our report Early learning and childcare
found that there are significant risks
that councils will not be able to deliver the additional hours by 2020.5
Community Empowerment Act
See paragraphs 8 to 13 below
Named Person provision

Under current Scottish Government plans every child in Scotland would have a
named person responsible for helping them get the support they need. In many
cases, these will be teachers. However, there are delays to the scrutiny of the Bill
introducing the named person provision after the Supreme Court ruling against
the scheme in July 2016.
Local Governance review
The Scottish Government aims to strengthen local decision-making and democratic
governance in ways that improve outcomes for local communities and give
greater control to those who live and work in the area. The Scottish Government
and COSLA launched a review in December 2017 to consider how decisions are
made about Scotland's public services with the aim of devolving more power to
communities. The review's findings will contribute to a Local Democracy Bill which
will be introduced before the end of the Parliament in 2021.
Cont.
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Exhibit 1 (continued)
Increased
expectation

Change the role
of council

Financial
implications

Lack of clarity

Implication

Changes

Islands Bill
The Islands (Scotland) Bill was introduced to the Scottish Parliament in June 2017.
It contains a number of measures to ensure a sustained focus on the needs of
Scotland's island communities.
Once in place, the Islands Bill will require public bodies to prepare an Island Impact
Assessment when introducing new or revised policy, strategies or services that
may impact island communities differently to other communities. This will require
councils to identify the direct and indirect consequences and adjust their proposals
accordingly. They will also be required to report every year on the impact of island
proofing on their functions.
Scottish Crown Estate Bill
Crown Estate assets include most of the seabed, 590 square kilometres of
foreshore, rural land, commercial property and the rights to wild salmon fishing
and naturally occurring gold and silver.
The Scottish Crown Estate Bill allows public bodies, including councils and
community organisations, to manage the Crown Estate in Scotland. The Crown
Estate will remain property of the Queen and any revenue will be paid to the
Scottish Government.
This would be an additional role for councils to manage which is likely to have
financial and staffing implications.
Notes:
1. European funding in Scotland 2014-20, Scottish Parliament Information Centre, November 2016.
2. EU nationals living in Scotland, Scottish Parliament Information Centre, November 2016.
3. A Nation With Ambition: The Governments Programme for Scotland 2017/18.
4. Debate in Scottish Parliament, 12 September 2017.
5. Early learning and childcare
, Audit Scotland, February 2018.
Source: Audit Scotland

Councils and their partners are developing fresh approaches to empowering
local communities and actively involving them in making decisions
7. Councils are now required to fulfil the expectations of the Community
Empowerment Act (Scotland) 2015. This seeks to ensure communities are
actively involved in deciding how public services are planned and provided and
seeks to empower community bodies through transferring ownership of land
and buildings. It intends to enhance outcomes for communities by improving the
process of community planning, involving communities at all stages and ensuring
that local service providers work with communities to meet the needs of the
people using the services.
8. Community empowerment is a complex area and will require new ways of thinking
about what constitutes good and effective community empowerment and how to
work most effectively with the range and diversity of local communities. Underpinning

How are you
involving local
communities and
empowering them
to design and
deliver services that
suit local need?
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the Act is the intention to reduce inequalities. The Act could have staffing and funding
implications as councils seek to work more closely with disadvantaged harder-toreach groups or could provide savings where communities take over council services.
Public sector partners will benefit from working together and sharing their learning
experiences across sectors and organisations where possible.
9. All Community Planning Partnerships (CPPs) published a Local Outcome
Improvement Plan (LOIP) for the first time in October 2017 setting out their
local priorities. It will be important for CPPs to use a robust evidence base
to target those groups of people in greatest need and reduce inequalities.
Clackmannanshire Council and its partners worked closely with communities in
developing the new LOIP. This includes a more focused set of priorities for specific
geographic areas and particular groups of people such as children and women
and these will provide a clear basis for prioritising resources in the future.2 It is too
early to assess the full impact of LOIPs. The Improvement Service will publish an
overview of LOIPs in 2018, summarising the LOIPs and identifying good practice.
10. Best Value Assurance reports (BVARs) show that councils are committed to
community empowerment and there are some examples of good work taking place.
However, they are still at the early stages of realising the ambitions of the Act. Councils
will need to continue to develop their approaches to community empowerment and
there is some evidence that there is room for improvement. For example, in 2016 only
23 per cent of adults agreed that they could influence decisions affecting their local
area; this figure has remained relatively static since 2009.3
11. Councils continue to use mainly traditional approaches of community
engagement to find out local people's views, for example citizen's panels and
periodic consultations on specific issues. However, there is also evidence that
councils are starting to engage differently with their communities. Orkney
Islands Council is providing a closer link with remote communities through its
Empowering Communities project. The council funds two pilot ‘Island Link
Officers’ on the islands of Papa Westray and Stronsay and has established a
‘community office’ on each island. This gives communities more influence on
policies, decisions and services that affect them and also enables services to be
more efficient and responsive to local issues and needs.
12. In addition to the Act, the Scottish Government and COSLA announced
that by 2022 communities would decide how at least one per cent of local
government budgets (around £100 million) will be spent. Councils are already
adopting a range of approaches. For example, East Renfrewshire Council has
set aside a £600,000 repair fund for residential roads. Community participants
have ranked their top two preferences for which roads should be repaired first.
Glasgow's Participatory Budgeting Evaluation Group, PB Consulting and What
Works Scotland have produced a range of participatory budgeting guides and an
evaluation toolkit to help councils.
The 2017 local government elections resulted in significant changes for councils
13. The 2017 elections resulted in significant changes for councils:
• A large number of councillors elected were new to the role. In some
councils, for example City of Edinburgh Council, more than half of
councillors were new.
• Three-quarters of councils are now run by different political groupings.

Does your council
have regular
discussions with
communities about
service priorities
and what level
of service the
council can afford
to provide in the
future? What is
your role as a
councillor in this?
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• There is no single majority political party in charge in any council 16 councils are run by coalitions and 13 are minority administrations. The
three island councils have a majority of independent councillors.
• For the first time since 1997, three political parties each have over 20 per
cent of the vote.
14. These changes can bring additional pressures affecting how a council
operates, during the transition period from one administration to another, or as
political arrangements are established and bed in. Indeed, the administrations
established in both Clackmannanshire and East Dunbartonshire Councils following
the elections resigned during 2017. Having no single majority party in a council
will often require more complex negotiations in the decision-making process to
ensure sufficient support across all councillors. Whatever the result of democratic
elections, councillors must continue to work together with senior management
to address their corporate responsibilities in running a complex organisation that
faces significant challenges in service delivery.
15. One of the Accounts Commission's strategic priorities relates to councillors
having the right knowledge and skills to scrutinise council performance and decision
making. This is particularly important for councils with a large number of new
councillors with no experience of the role. Our BVARs show that councils were
generally providing significant amounts of training for councillors. However, it is
essential that councillors attend the training offered to gain the benefits intended,
and there is evidence that attendance at training sessions is poor in a few areas.
16. It is important for a healthy democracy that councils represent and reflect
the make-up of their communities in terms of gender, ethnicity and other sociodemographic characteristics. Yet, only 30.5 per cent of councillors elected in May
2017 were female and Comhairle nan Eilean Siar had no female councillors.4
Female representation at council level is below that at the Scottish Parliament
(36 per cent) and UK Parliament (32 per cent). National data is not available on
ethnicity and other socio-demographic characteristics of councillors. However,
councils should explore how representative their elected bodies are and what, if
anything, they can do to improve this.

Scottish Government funding has fallen in real terms in recent
years and it is more difficult to make savings in some areas
17. Scottish Government funding is the largest source of income for councils.
Revenue funding, that is funding for day-to-day services, from the Scottish
Government increased by 0.2 per cent in real terms from £9,793 million in
2017/18 to £9,814 million in 2018/19. Between 2010/11 and 2018/19, revenue
funding has fallen by 9.6 per cent in real terms.5
18. The reductions in funding from the Scottish Government present councils
with a major challenge to continue to make savings and deliver services at current
levels. However, there are limitations in where and how councils can make
savings. For example, councils must make repayments on their borrowing and
meet employee pension costs each year.
19. Councils and IJBs also deliver key Scottish Government policies and priorities,
such as in education and free personal care for older people. Councils must
spend some of the money they receive delivering these priorities. For example,
the Scottish Government provided £51 million in 2017/18 to councils, on the basis

Do you know what
training is available
to help you fulfil
your duties?
Does the training
meet your needs?
If not, do you know
who to speak to?
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that it would be spent on helping to maintain teacher-pupil ratios. The amount
of money not for specific purposes has fallen at a faster rate than total revenue
funding (10.5 per cent compared to 9.6 per cent since 2010/11). This could cause
tensions for councils in delivering local and national priorities.
20. At the same time councils face increasing spending obligations through UK and
Scottish Government policy priorities for which they do not always receive additional
funding. In addition to those set out in Exhibit 1 (pages 11 to 13), there are a
number of additional cost pressures:
• The end to the public sector pay cap - a one per cent increase to council
staff wages would cost around £70 million a year.6
• The apprenticeship levy - requires a 0.5 per cent levy on organisations with
wage bills above £3 million. This affects all councils and the trade union
Unison estimates it could cost an additional £25 million a year.7
• Equal pay claims - 27 councils had 27,000 outstanding equal pay claims
in September 2016. The cost to councils in settling these is unknown but
could be significant.8
• Any future increases in national insurance contributions.
Smaller services have borne brunt of service cuts
21. In 2017/18, councils allocated 76 per cent of their budgets to education and
social care services. Although it is possible to make efficiencies in these areas,
national policies, specific funding and demand for services mean it is more
difficult to do so. As we reported in the Financial overview 2016/17 , the
pattern has been one of larger reductions to relatively smaller service areas in
recent years, although these often include important regulatory functions. Over
the last five years, planning and development services have seen a 20 per cent
reduction in spending and culture services 11 per cent compared with no change
in real terms to social care and education spending.9
22. At an individual council level, North Ayrshire Council reports that it has made
savings of 25 per cent to its base budget over the last eight years. This affected
different services in different ways. The council has delivered savings of 16 per
cent in education, 20 per cent in social care services and 50 per cent in economy
and communities over this period.10
23. If current trends for spending on education and social care services continue,
councils will have significantly less to spend on other services in future years.
We have forecast councils' future spending patterns. For this, we assumed local
government funding increases in cash terms in line with recent years (2012/13 to
2015/16); an increase in social care spend in line with the increased demand due
to a higher number of people of a pensionable age in the population; an increase
in education spend in line with recent years; and no service redesign or policy
changes. This modelling shows that councils would spend 80 per cent of budgets
on education and social care by 2025/26. This would leave only 20 per cent of
budgets for all other council services such as road repairs, refuse collection and
environmental health in 2025/26, seven per cent less than in 2011/12. planning
and leisure and culture services Exhibit 2 (page 17).
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Exhibit 2

Forecast of council spending patterns
Without service redesign or policy changes our modelling suggests that councils could spend 80 per cent of their
budgets on education and social care by 2025/26.
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Population change affects demand for services and council funding
24. Scotland's population is predicted to grow by three per cent between 2016
and 2026 and five per cent between 2016 and 2041. This growth is entirely from
inward migration as deaths will outnumber births in each year. The UK's decision
to leave the European Union may have an impact on inward migration which
could affect the predictions, particularly for the number of working age people.11
Scotland's population is ageing. Over the next ten years the number of people
aged 75 and over is predicted to increase by 27 per cent and by 79 per cent
within the next 25 years Exhibit 3 (page 18).
25. Predicted population change has significant implications:
• The sharp increase in the rise of older people is expected to lead to
increased demand for social care services. The majority of over-65s in
Scotland have two or more long-term conditions such as diabetes or
heart disease and the majority of over-75s have three or more long-term
conditions.12 The Scottish Affairs Committee at Westminster concluded
this will significantly increase demand for social care services.13
• There will be fewer working age people compared to people of pensionable
age and school children. Working age people generate more money for public
spending through taxation, while older people and children generally use more
public services such as social care and education. In 2016, there were 574
people of pensionable age and school children for every 1,000 working age
people. This is known as the dependency ratio. This is expected to increase
to 640 people of pensionable age and children for every 1,000 people of
working age by 2041.14 The Scottish Affairs Committee also concluded that
demand for funding for services for an ageing population will grow quicker
than generated income due to slower growth of the working age population.

2025/26
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Exhibit 3

Percentage change

Scotland's population projections, 2016-2026 and 2016-2041
Scotland's population is predicted to age significantly.
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Population change brings different challenges for different councils
26. Predicted population change is not uniform across councils, meaning different
councils face different challenges Exhibit 4 (page 19). Between 2014 and
2039, the population is expected to increase in 21 councils and decrease in 11.
Midlothian Council is expected to see the biggest increase (26 per cent) and
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar the biggest decrease (14 per cent).
27. The one constant trend across all Scottish councils is that the number of people
of a pensionable age and over is expected to increase. This varies from a 48 per
cent increase in West Lothian Council to an eight per cent increase in Dundee City
Council. This will have differing impacts on demand for social care services.
28. In seven councils (Renfrewshire, Orkney Islands, Scottish Borders, Highland,
Angus, South Lanarkshire, Moray) projected population increase is made up entirely
of elderly population growth. For example in the Moray Council, the population
is expected to grow by four per cent but the working age population and child
population to fall by three per cent and eight per cent respectively. The population of a
pensionable age and over will grow by 33 per cent over the same period.
29. There is significant variation in the predicted change in the population of
children (defined as aged 0-15):
• Twenty councils are expected to see a decrease. These range from a 28
per cent reduction in Comhairle nan Eilean Siar to 0.1 per cent in Scottish
Borders Council.
• Twelve councils are expected to see an increase. These range from 25 per
cent in Midlothian Council to two per cent in Fife Council(Exhibit 4).

Have you
considered the
demographics
of your council
and how this
will impact on
service delivery
and funding in
the future?
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Exhibit 4

Councils face different challenges relating to population change, 2014 to 2039
Eleven councils face predicted population decline by 2039.
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30. Changes to the number of children will pose different challenges for councils as
they continue to deliver education services. Some may have to build new schools
and recruit additional teachers while others will have to manage their school property
estate and teacher-pupil ratios as their school population shrinks. This will be
particularly challenging for Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and other island and rural councils.
Population change also has financial implications for councils
31. The implications for councils with a decreasing population include: fewer people
to pay council tax, a lack of local workforce which may make the area less attractive to
businesses, and low population figures making some local services harder to sustain.
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32. In our 2017 local government financial overview report, we outlined how the
Scottish Government funding formula is largely based on the size of council's
populations, although under proposals to review funding for education, this
may change (Exhibit 5). Currently, those councils with a projected decrease in
population can expect to see greater reductions to their budgets compared to
councils with increasing populations.

Exhibit 5
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33. However, all 11 councils which are expected to have reduced total populations
are expected to have increases in the number of people of a pensionable age and
over (Exhibit 4). These councils will therefore have a higher dependency ratio
and a consequent increased demand for services at a time of reduced funding.
Many of these councils are also rural which poses an additional challenge in
delivering services as cost effectively as urban councils. We recommended in
our 2016/17 local government financial overview that the Scottish Government
and COSLA should assure themselves that the funding formula remains fit for
purpose in a changing landscape for local government.

Total population (thousands)

Total population and share of key element of Scottish Government funding
The amount of funding councils receive from the Scottish Government is closely linked to their population.
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Part 2
Councils' response to the challenges

Key messages

1

Councils are increasingly using their reserves. Some councils have higher
forecast funding gaps than their current levels of reserves. For these
councils, the delivery of savings is critical. Long-term financial planning is
not easy but is vital in helping councils deliver sustainable services.

2

Reducing staff numbers has been one of the main ways councils have
reduced their spending and, in some councils, this is set to continue. Given
the changes in workforce to date and the expected new demands on
councils, robust workforce planning is essential to ensure councils have the
right people, who have the right training and skills, to deliver their priorities.
However, not all councils have organisation-wide workforce plans and the
quality of these varies.

3

Achieving transformational change is increasingly vital to councils as
they respond to reductions in funding. Councils need to ensure they
have effectively planned and invested to deliver their transformational
programmes and that staff have the necessary skills. Cohesive and decisive
leadership is essential to address the significant challenges councils face.

Councils are increasingly using their reserves and for some
delivering savings is now critical
34. All councils hold reserves. These are funds that councils can spend if they
need to meet an unexpected cost, bridge a gap in funding or if they wish to
invest in some initiative or specific activity. A council can only use reserves
once, they are not a way to sustain services year on year. As we reported in our
financial overview, 19 councils drew on their revenue reserves in 2016/17, an
increase from the eight councils that did so in 2015/16. In 2016/17, 13 councils
used more reserves than they had planned. Overall council revenue reserves fell
by about £32 million in 2016/17.15
35. Some council financial plans for 2017/18 relied more heavily than others on
using reserves to bridge funding gaps. Forecast funding gaps remain higher
than current levels of reserves for a number of councils, making the delivery of
savings critical. Continuing to use reserves at the current rate is not an option for
some councils as they would run out of reserves within two to three years if they
continued to use them at the level planned for 2017/18.16
36. Robust medium-term financial strategies and savings plans are vital for the financial
sustainability of councils. For councils with lower levels of reserves, financial plans
need to be increasingly detailed and robust. This will mean more work for officers and
members in clearly identifying achievable savings.
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37. Evidence from councils' annual audit reports generally demonstrates good
medium-term (three to five years) financial planning, with some councils using
scenario planning to provide a range of options. However, more work needs to
be done to link budgets to plans and outcomes, establish sustainable long-term
(beyond five years) planning arrangements and demonstrate that outcomes and
strategic priorities are being delivered.
38. The Accounts Commission recognises the challenge to medium-and
long-term planning of the Scottish Government providing funding figures for a
single year, without indicative figures for future years. However, the absence of
indicative funding for future years should not prevent councils projecting future
income and spending, and planning accordingly. Indeed, uncertainty increases the
need for councils to plan ahead.

Does your council
have medium and
long-term financial
plans in place?
Does your council
link budgets
to plans and
outcomes and
report on these?

Councils have adopted a range of approaches to reduce spending
and increase income
39. For most councils, achieving savings while continuing to deliver services
requires a mixed approach. This includes reducing workforces and services,
taking measures to increase income, and digitising services; along with more
transformational changes to service delivery or stopping some services
altogether. In practice, these different approaches are interdependent. Councils
need effective leadership and governance, strong financial management, and a
workforce with the right skills to successfully deliver change.
Reducing workforce size has been one of the main ways councils have
reduced their spending but workforce planning is poor in some councils
40. Most councils have reduced their workforce in recent years.17 Overall, staff
numbers have fallen every year since 2009. Nationally, the biggest reductions in
staff numbers were in the years 2009 to 2012, when the total council workforce
fell by 21,000 (nine per cent).18 Since then, overall staff numbers have continued
to decrease at a relatively steady rate. Between 2012 and 2017, councils’ total
workforce fell by a further five per cent (10,000 staff); including a one per cent
(2,500 staff) drop from 2016 to 2017.19
41. Our analysis by council over the period 2011–2017 suggests that some
councils have relied more heavily than others on staff reductions to make savings
(Exhibit 6, page 23). However, because we are unable to track staff moving to
arm's-length external organisations (ALEOs), it is difficult to draw clear conclusions
about changing workforce numbers nationally. For example, it is likely that the
workforce reductions recorded by Highland and Scottish Borders Councils are
partially due to large numbers of staff transferring to ALEOs during this period.
42. Data for quarter 3 in 2017 was the first since quarter 2 in 2008 to report
an increase in staff numbers compared to the previous year.20 However, it is
too early to comment on whether this indicates any upward trend overall, and
evidence from the first year of BVARs suggests that the long-term trend of
reducing staff numbers to meet funding gaps is set to continue in some councils.
For example Inverclyde Council has reduced its staff by just over 500 (13 per cent
of workforce) in the last seven years.21 It estimates that it will need to reduce its
staff by a further 80 to 130 staff over the next two years (this is between two
to four per cent of its workforce).22 East Renfrewshire Council needs to reduce
its workforce by an average of 100 staff a year over the next three years. This is
around three per cent of its workforce in the first year.

Does your council
have the right
structures in place
to ensure that all
your efficiency,
improvement and
transformational
approaches are
working together to
maximise savings?
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Exhibit 6

Changes in council budgets and workforce 2011 to 2017
The use of staff reductions to make savings varies across councils.
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43. It is critical that councils carefully manage workforce reductions and that each
council ensures it has people with the skills required to deliver its priorities now and in
the future. Workforce planning is complex and councils face a number of challenges:
• The council workforce is ageing. The Scottish Social Services Council
reported that the median age amongst public sector social care employees is
23
48 years. UNISON also report high proportions of staff over the age of 45
24
years in building standards, school support and home care workers. Councils
will need to consider if and how to replace these experienced workers.
• Many councils struggle to recruit and retain employees. Councils in rural
areas report difficulties recruiting staff to some roles due to their remote
location. Several councils have reported that education and social care staff are
particularly difficult to recruit. Others report difficulties recruiting staff in specialist
or professional roles such as engineers and accountants. Our Clackmannanshire
Council Annual Audit report highlights that the council has found it difficult to
recruit suitably qualified and experienced finance staff. The UK's decision to
leave the European Union could create further difficulties in staff recruitment.
• Council workforces must be able to adapt to deliver council priorities and
meet future challenges. National early learning and childcare commitments
will have significant implications for council staffing. Councils will also need
to ensure they have staff with the right skills to maximise the potential of
new digital technology.

Does your
council have an
organisation-wide
workforce plan?
Does it contain
information about
the numbers,
costs, and skills
of the actual and
desired workforce?
How is your
council looking to
maximise income?
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• Strong leadership is essential for councils to effectively manage
transformation and develop new ways of delivering services within
reduced budgets. Yet there can be difficulties recruiting to the top team
25 26
as salaries are often lower than the private sector at senior levels. , The
Improvement Service's report on Talent Management in the Public Sector
highlights that public sector bodies need to do much more to develop their
27
approach to managing talent.
44. Despite its importance, only half of councils had organisation-wide workforce
28
plans last year. Workforce plans vary in quality. For example, not all provide
critical planning information, such as:
• the numbers, cost and skills of the current and the desired workforce
• how the move from the current to the desired workforce will take place
and when it will be achieved.
45. Some workforce plans are short term in nature and only consider workforce
needs for the current year, for example, the Best Value Assurance Report:
Inverclyde Council
reports that longer-term forecasts need to be developed.
Councils also need to ensure workforce plans will help to deliver corporate
priorities, transformation plans and financial plans.
Councils have sought to increase income
46. There are opportunities for councils to raise income through council tax and
29
fees and charges. However, there are limits on how much can be raised.
47. The council tax freeze ended in 2017/18. Twenty-four councils increased council
tax, including 21 that raised rates by the maximum three per cent allowed by the
30
Scottish Government. This rise increased council income by around £53 million.
Proportionately this represents a small increase to council budgets. It is possible that
public satisfaction with services will decline if the service delivered is not perceived to
improve in line with higher taxes.
48. It is difficult to accurately tell how much income is generated through fees and
charges in Scotland. The Scottish Parliament Information Centre (SPICe) Briefing
on Local Government Finance used Local Financial Returns (LFRs) to analyse how
councils have raised income through fees and charges to people using services. It
found that revenue from fees and charges had fallen by 4.5 per cent in real terms
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between 2011/12 and 2015/16, from £569.7 million to £544.2 million. However,
the data provided in the LFRs is self-reported and there can be differences with
how councils categorise income and expenditure. For example, some councils may
not record income generated by ALEOs in the same way that they record income
generated directly by the council.
49. While it is not possible from the data currently available to assess nationally
how councils use their ability to generate income to offset the impact of reduced
Scottish Government funding, there are indications that councils are increasing
income through fees and charges. For example, the RAC Foundation reported
that total income for Scottish councils from parking fees was £79.3 million
32
in 2015/16, a five per cent increase over the previous year. Citizens Advice
Scotland has found that burial charges increased in 25 councils in 2016/17, with
33
an average increase of £64.31 (5.5 per cent).
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50. Councils must consider the impact that increased fees could have on inequality
within their communities, as higher charges are likely to have a disproportionate
effect on deprived and vulnerable communities. All seven councils that submitted
evidence to the Parliament's scrutiny of the draft budget indicated that they
34
considered inequalities when making decisions about fees and charges.
51. Councils are also getting together to share ideas and approaches to maximising
income and many are involved in a network on 'commercialisation' led by the
Association for Public Sector Excellence (APSE). This work is at an early stage but
could lead to councils generating additional income from a range of activities.

Does your council
compare its policies
and priorities to
raise income with
other councils?

Transformation is increasingly important to councils
52. By transformation we mean significant programmes of activity that radically
change the services councils provide and how they are delivered. This involves
making services more efficient and achieving better outcomes for people who use
services and for communities. Good transformation will be based on robust option
appraisal. It should reflect the needs of communities, consider alternative service
delivery models and seek to reduce long-term demands on services.
53. Planning for and delivering transformational savings will become increasingly
important to councils if funding continues to fall and decisions about spending
priorities become increasingly difficult. Options appraisal is an important tool to help
councils make an informed decision on what their transformation priorities should be.
Transformation needs to be properly scoped and resourced for it to deliver
the desired savings
54. Some councils use formal and explicit transformation plans to deliver their
strategy for change. Other councils integrate transformation into developing how
services are delivered without using a specific transformation plan. Both approaches
can be effective if the right leadership and management are in place. Cohesive and
decisive leadership is essential to address the significant challenges councils face.
55. Councils need to ensure that they are investing the right time and resources
to deliver the scale of the planned transformation. Real transformation takes time
and to be successful councils should:
• set priorities - councils cannot transform everything at once
• conduct robust option appraisals - councils should consider a wide range of
options
• have a clear strategy and a realistic savings target which is properly monitored
• have proportionate governance structures
• assess the impact on equality of access and opportunity and whether
change may have a disproportionate impact on more vulnerable or poorer
communities or individuals.
56. Transformation needs:
• effective leadership from councillors and the senior management. In
Dumfries and Galloway Council, progress is reported regularly to the Business
Transformation board and Business Transformation steering group

Does your
transformation
activity contain
plans for truly
transformational
change? Will it
improve services
and save money?
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• staff who have the time to work exclusively on transformation. West Lothian
Council has 15 full-time equivalent staff (including senior and specialist staff)
on secondment working on the scoping stage of their transformation plan.
• staff with the skills to achieve council priorities and make the required
changes to services. At Inverclyde Council, 100 employees took part in a
senior management leadership development course which emphasised
delegating operational decisions to front-line managers. East Renfrewshire
Council has recognised that there is limited supply of some skills in the
council. In response it has designed and delivered a Scottish Qualifications
Authority (SQA) accredited course in project management and a course in
change management.
57. Councils should ensure that planned savings are realistic and achievable.
Councils that are already under significant financial strain need to be especially
careful about this. For example, Midlothian and Clackmannanshire Councils have
low general fund reserves and high savings targets for their transformation plans,
which will be challenging to meet. Not delivering expected savings could mean
their general fund reserves fall.
58. There is a high level of risk involved in transformation projects. These
include expected savings not being delivered (with consequent effects on a
council's reserves and financial position); alternative models of service delivery
not achieving the expected service standards and outcomes and there being
insufficient staff time and skills deployed. Not all transformation activity will
have the desired effect. Councils need to be willing to take some risk, within an
effective risk management framework, in their approaches to transformation.
59. Councils are sharing successful new approaches. The Innovation Exchange
website, which is supported by the Society of Local Authority Chief Executives
(SoLACE) and the Improvement Service, brings together innovative projects from
across all councils. It allows councils to share good practice and improve how
services are provided.
Councils recognise the potential of digital solutions to deliver savings and
make services more efficient
60. Digital solutions are a key element of most councils' transformation activity.
When we talk about digital, we are not just talking about technology. We are talking
about how digital technologies and solutions are affecting and changing human
interactions. Some of the ways that councils are adopting digital solutions include:
• introducing new technology to allow front-line staff to access and process
information wherever they are working, for example home carers
• making better use of data by linking and integrating data across departments
• streamlining and automating processes to make them more straightforward
for citizens and more efficient for the council, for example completing
forms and making payments
• ensuring the security of data and information held by the council
• making information more accessible to residents through websites.

Have you invested
in the right
resources for your
transformation
activity to achieve
its planned savings?
Does your council
have the necessary
governance
structures to
effectively oversee
and monitor its
transformation
activity?
What is your
council's risk
appetite for
transformational
change? Are
risks properly
monitored?
What will
the financial
implications be for
your council if your
transformation
strategy fails to
meet its savings
targets?
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61. Councils are incorporating digital solutions in a variety of ways. As councils
become more mature users of digital, they are adopting more innovative ways of
integrating digital into how they deliver services. Thirty councils have signed up to
the Local Government Digital Partnership programme, which aims to strengthen
35
councils' use of digital.
62. Many councils are pursuing greater efficiency by integrating digital into how
they deliver their services. For example, the Moray Council reports it has made
its housing repair service more efficient by introducing mobile working. This has
cut travel time to jobs, reduced missed appointments, and allowed seven team
members to be reallocated to other areas. North Ayrshire Council increased
customer satisfaction from 91 per cent to 98 per cent by improving the digital
channels that people can use to access services.
63. Some councils are working to make their digital infrastructure more efficient.
This involves joining up systems and data that are held by different services
and creating systems that are able to share data. Aberdeen City Council has
developed a digital transformation programme that prioritises these tasks. One
of the anticipated outcomes of this programme is that customers will only have
to provide information once to the council, and this information will automatically
update data already held by the organisation.
64. Our Principles for a digital future
report provides guidance on the core
36
principles for successfully planning digital projects. It identifies the following
principles for success:
• comprehensive planning setting out what will be achieved and how it will
be done
• active governance providing appropriate control and oversight
• putting users at the heart of the project
• clear leadership that sets the tone and culture and provides accountability
• individual projects set in a central framework of strategic oversight and
assurance.
65. Councils need to balance improving digital access to services with an
awareness that not everyone can access or operate digital technologies. Others
will be limited in how they can access digital technology; for example, some
may only have access to the internet using their mobile phone. Limited access to
digital technology is most likely to affect vulnerable and excluded groups. Digital
should not become the only way to access council services, but it should be an
efficient and easy option of communication for those who choose to use it.

Does your council
follow the core
principals for
successfully
planning digital
projects outlined in
our Principles for a
digital future report?
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Part 3
The impact on council services

Key messages

1

At a national level, indicators suggest that councils have maintained
or improved performance in a number of areas despite funding
reductions. However, there is considerable variation between councils
that is not always easily explained. Our audit work has found that
councils articulate their strategic priorities and plans well but often do
not report how these connect to actual performance and outcomes.

2

However, there is also some evidence that budget reductions are
impacting on services. Public satisfaction is falling. There is evidence
that social care services for older people are not keeping up with
demand, and there is a general risk to the quality of services. The
impact of budget reductions on smaller services could be significant
but there is limited evidence on this. Councils need to understand
and clearly set out the impact budget reductions have had on service
delivery and use this to inform future decision making.

Despite funding reductions a number of national indicators of performance
continue to improve
66. The Accounts Commission has previously stated that given the challenges facing
local government, not least the future financial challenges, it does not expect to see
performance improving in all measures for all councils. It is up to individual councils
and their communities to agree local priorities and make the difficult decisions about
which services to focus time, skills and money on. Effective public performance
reporting should reflect those decisions and explain performance variance within that
context. Councils will need to continue to have conversations with their communities
to understand and explain the impact of budget cuts.
67. The Scottish Government's National Performance Framework measures
and reports progress towards the Scottish Government's Purpose and national
outcomes. The Improvement Service reports on progress against 18 outcomes,
supported by 16 performance measures, through the Community Planning
Outcomes Profile. Councils work with partners and communities through, for
example, CPPs and IJBs to improve outcomes for communities. Changes in
outcomes will be influenced by factors wider than council activity so cannot
be solely linked to council activity. These measures are designed for use at a
community or council level, but we have presented them at a Scotland level for
this report. The 16 performance measures suggest that the majority of outcomes
are improving across Scotland (Exhibit 7, page 29).
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Exhibit 7

Changes in performance measures for Scotland's outcomes 2006/7 to 2016/17
Performance measures suggest that the majority of outcomes for Scotland's communities are improving.

Health

Early mortality: European Age Standardised
Rate of deaths for persons under 751

-6.9%

Emergency department attendance
rates per 100,000 people1

-7.9%

Emergency admissions for age 65
and over per 100,000

Education

3.9%

% of primary 1 children who have body
mass index classified as a healthy weight1

0%

% of babies at a healthy birthweight

0.9%
14.6%

S4: Average tariff score – all pupils1
% of school leavers entering positive
destinations1

Employment

7.1%

Survival of newly born enterprises (3 year survival)1

-5.8%

Median weekly earnings for residents in
CPP area who are employed

-0.6%

Employment rate
% of population (aged 16-64) in receipt
of out of work benefits

Environment

CO2 emissions (tonnes per capita)1

15.5%

-2.2%
-34.4%

Community safety

14.2%

Number of dwelling fires per 100,000 population1
Total crimes per 10,000 population

Other

-37.2%

% of children in poverty1

-3.2%

Fragility2, 3

1.6%

Percentage point change – raw data is not available therefore absolute changes are shown.
Notes:
1. Imputed and projected data has been calculated by the Improvement Service using different methodologies for measures where raw data is
not yet available.
2. Fragility is a weighted combination of three indicators: de-population, rural de-population and old age dependency ratio.
3. Data uses rolling three year averages. All figures are based on community level data and so may have some discrepancies due to rounding.
Source: Community planning outcomes profile, Improvement Service, 2016/17
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68. The Improvement Service, in partnership with councils, also collates and
reports on the Local Government Benchmarking Framework (LGBF) to provide
comparative performance information for councils to help them improve. The
framework includes over 70 performance indicators. While these are not
designed to comprehensively cover performance across all council activities, they
are spread over a broad range of service areas. We selected for further analysis,
a sample of eight measures which give an indication of council performance in
37
services likely to be of significant interest to the public. This shows that councils’
performance for these indicators over the last six years has remained the same or
improved, except for the proportion of social work spend on self directed support
(SDS) which dropped slightly between 2015/16 and 2016/17 (Exhibit 8).

Exhibit 8

Performance against selected indicators, 2010/11 to 2016/17
Performance has been maintained or improved.
100
90

Income due from council
tax received by the end of
the year

80

Pupils entering positive
destinations

70

Total household waste
arising that is recycled
People aged 65 and over
with intensive needs
receiving care at home

Percentage

60
50

Percentage of A class roads
that should be considered for
maintenance treatment

40
30

Pupils gaining five or more
awards at level 2

20

Pupils from deprived
backgrounds gaining five
or more awards at level 2

10
0
2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

SDS spend on adults aged 18+
as a percentage of total social
work spend on adults 18+

Notes:
1. The percentage of A class roads that should be considered for maintenance treatment indicator is measured over two year
periods, for example 2009-11 is plotted in 2010/11.
2. 2016/17 data is not available, national data is modelled to provide proxy measure.
Source: Audit Scotland; and Local Government Benchmarking Framework 2016/17, Improvement Service

69. We have also analysed council spending against indicators to see what impact
funding reductions have had on performance at a national level. This shows that
despite spending less in most service areas, councils have maintained or improved
performance on most of the selected measures (Exhibit 9, pages 31-32). It is
important to note that a number of factors other than spend will impact on how
services perform, and individual performance indicators do not show overall quality
of a service.
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Exhibit 9

Performance and spend in key service areas, 2010/11 to 2016/17

Percentage of pupils from deprived backgrounds gaining
five or more awards at level 6

0.0

10

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

20

10

200
100

5

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

800

35

700

20

400
300

15

200

10

100

5

0

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

400

Percentage of A class roads that should be considered for
maintenance treatment
Percentage of B class roads that should be considered for
maintenance treatment

60
50

300
£ (million)

0

40
200

30
20

100

10
0

£ (million)

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

0

800

40

700

35

600

30

500

25

400

20

300

15

200

10

100
0

Attendances (million)

£ (million)

25

500

Residents (thousands)

30

600

Number of museum visits

Gross expenditure on roads and winter maintenance (£ million)

0

Percentage

£ (million)

15
300

Hours per year (million)

25

Number of library visits

Councils spend 20 per cent less on road
maintenance but the percentage of roads
classified as needing to be considered for
maintenance has remained constant.

0

400

Libraries, sports facilities and museums have
all reduced spending but report increased
visitor numbers.
Number of attendances at sports facilities

15

600

Number of long-stay residents aged 65+ supported in
care homes

Total expenditure on culture and leisure (£ million)

20

500

0

Net expenditure on care homes for older people (£ million)

25

5

Homecare hours per year

Spending on residential care homes for older
people has remained constant since 2012/13.
The number of residents has remained at a
similar level since 2010/11.2

30

1.0
0.5

Total expenditure on homecare (£ million)

35

1.5

Percentage of pupils gaining five or more awards at level 6

Since 2010/11 the amount spent on homecare
has increased at a faster rate than the number
of home care hours.

40

2.0
£ (billion)

Gross expenditure on secondary schools (£ billion)

2.5

Percentage

Councils are spending less on secondary
schools but pupils' attainment continues
to improve.1

5
2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

0

Cont.
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Exhibit 9 (continued)
100
90

12

80

Percentage of income due from council tax received by
the end of the year

60

8

50

6

40

4

30
20

2

10

0

Net expenditure on street cleaning (£ million)
Street cleanliness score

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

120

0

100
90

100

80
70

80
£ (million)

Despite a 30 per cent reduction in the net cost of
street cleaning per 1000 people since 2010/11,
street cleanliness scores have only decreased by
three percentage points.

Percentage

70

10
(£)

Cost per dwelling of collecting council tax (£)

16
14

60
60

50
40

40

30
20

20

10
0

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Notes:
1. 2016/17 data is not available, national data is modelled to provide proxy measure.
2. 2010/11 and 2011/12 expenditure includes supports costs and so is not directly comparable to later years.
3. The percentage of A class roads that should be considered for maintenance treatment indicator is measured over two year
periods, for example 2009-11 is plotted in 2010/11.
Source: Audit Scotland; and Local Government Benchmarking Framework 2016/17, Improvement Service

Council performance varies, sometimes significantly
70. A range of factors, such as levels of deprivation, rurality, demographics and
local priorities and policy choices will have an impact on how services perform.
The quality and effectiveness of leadership and management are also important
factors. Analysis of LGBF data shows that there continues to be significant
variation in performance among councils. For example in 2016/17:
• The amount of waste recycled varies from eight per cent in the Shetland
Islands Council to 61 per cent in East Renfrewshire Council.
• The percentage of people aged 65 and over with intensive needs being
cared for at home varies from 23 per cent in Scottish Borders Council to 50
per cent in North Lanarkshire Council.
• The percentage of pupils gaining five or more awards at level six varies
from 22 per cent in Clackmannanshire Council to 63 per cent in East
Renfrewshire Council.
71. The link between performance and spend also varies. For example between
2015/16 and 2016/17, 21 councils increased the amount of waste that was recycled.
Of these ten increased the cost of waste collection while 11 reduced their costs
(Exhibit 10, page 33). Fife Council have reduced the net cost of waste collection
per premise by 25 per cent in real terms from £57 to £42, while increasing the
percentage of waste recycled from 52 per cent to 55 per cent. Of the ten councils
which are recycling less, seven had increased costs.

0

Percentage

The amount councils spend on collecting council
tax has decreased by 41 per cent since 2010/11
but the percentage collected by the end of the
year has remained at around 96 per cent.
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Exhibit 10

The cost of waste collection and the percentage of waste recycled, 2015/16 to 2016/17
Twenty-one councils increased the amount of waste that was recycled. Of these ten increased the cost of waste
collection while eleven reduced their costs.
Percentage change in cost
of waste collection

HIGH

-3.2
INVE

-14.6

WDUN

ANGS

-23.8
STIR

EDUN

4.1
NAYR

RENF

-0.3

-4.2

5.3

-4.5

6.3

12.0
D&G

4.7

ABNC

HIGH

-33.0

0.0
A&B

-8.8
6.1
CLAC

25.2

0.1
P&K

-2.7

FIFE

2.1

8.0

-2.5
STIR

8.5

5.4

NLRK

WLOT

9.7

EDIN

ELOT

CNES

ORKN

2.9

0.2

ABNS

ABNC

-0.2

0.9

SHET

-1.3

0.5

MRY

1.6
DUND

-2.2

0.3
CLAC

8.4

P&K

FIFE

0.5

2.4

FALK

-2.6

RENF

EREN

4.6

4.4

-0.8

2.4

MLOT

NLRK

WLOT

MLOT

2.3

1.2

1.1

5.6

EAYR

SLAN

0.3

4.0

NAYR

-19.6

-0.7

SLAN

SAYR

12.0

-1.6

SBOR

16.6

ANGS

EDUN

2.8

-0.3

-1.3

WDUN

FALK

GLAS

EAYR

INVE

-25.3

EREN

-14.2
SAYR

SHET

MRY

DUND

25.8

0.9

ORKN

ABNS

-18.9
A&B

CNES

Percentage point change
of waste recycled

D&G

-12.6
No change

EDIN

SBOR

-0.4

Reduced performance
Cost increase or
less recycling

GLAS

1.7

Improved performance
Cost decrease or
more recycling

Councils
ABNC
ABNS
ANGS
A&B
CLAC
D&G
DUND
EAYR
EDUN
ELOT
EREN

Aberdeen
Aberdeenshire
Angus
Argyll and Bute
Clackmannanshire
Dumfries and Galloway
Dundee
East Ayrshire
East Dunbartonshire
East Lothian
East Renfrewshire

EDIN
CNES
FALK
FIFE
GLAS
HIGH
INVE
MLOT
MRY
NAYR
NLRK

Edinburgh
Eilean Siar
Falkirk
Fife
Glasgow
Highland
Inverclyde
Midlothian
Moray
North Ayrshire
North Lanarkshire

ORKN
P&K
RENF
SBOR
SHET
SAYR
SLAN
STIR
WDUN
WLOT

Orkney Islands
Perth and Kinross
Renfrewshire
Scottish Borders
Shetland Islands
South Ayrshire
South Lanarkshire
Stirling
West Dunbartonshire
West Lothian

Note: Due to inconsistencies with published data Glasgow and Shetland Islands councils have provided their own figures.
Source: Audit Scotland; and Local Government Benchmarking Framework 2016/17, Improvement Service
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72. Variation in performance and spend suggests councils have the potential to
deliver further improvements and efficiencies. For example, as we reported last year,
if councils reduced staff sickness absence this would help increase productivity.
Nationally the average number of sickness days for non-teaching staff has increased
slightly from 10.63 in 2015/16 to 10.92 in 2016/17. Sickness absence rates for nonteaching employees vary from an average of 8.8 days in East Ayrshire Council to
16.5 days in Clackmannanshire Council. If councils with high absence levels could
reduce these to be in line with the top eight performing councils, they would gain
the equivalent staff time of about 730 full-time employees across Scotland.
73. Sickness absence rates for teachers improved slightly from 2015/16 to 2016/17
from 6.09 to 6.06 days per teacher. This also varied by council from an average of 4.1
days in East Ayrshire Council to 9.8 days in Clackmannanshire Council. If councils with
high teacher absences could reduce these to be in line with the top eight performing
councils, they would gain the equivalent of about 260 full-time teachers in Scotland.
74. There may be valid reasons for the variation between performance and spend at a
council level. Councils should continue to learn from each other through benchmarking
groups and work to understand reasons for variation in performance and cost, identify
any options for efficiencies, savings and service redesign. Councils have a duty to
clearly report performance to local people. Our audit work has found that councils
articulate their strategic priorities and plans well but often do not report how these
connect to actual performance and outcomes. Good performance reporting includes
clearly stating how performance and spend is linked to the council's priorities and using
local indicators which demonstrate quality of service and public satisfaction.
Not all variation in education performance can be explained by deprivation
75. Improving school attainment and closing the gap between the achievements
of the richer and poorer pupils is a Scottish Government priority and one shared
by councils. Nationally pupil attainment has been increasing each year since
2010/11 across all measures (Exhibit 9). However, this still masks significant
variation between individual councils. Using the measure of average tariff score,
an overall measure of secondary attainment, the attainment gap between the
most deprived and least deprived pupils has decreased by six per cent in the last
38
six years. However, the most deprived pupils are still performing only half as
well as the least deprived pupils.
76. Councils with lower deprivation levels tend to have more children gaining five
or more awards at level 5 and 6 and higher overall average tariffs than councils
that have higher deprivation levels (Exhibit 11, page 35). East Renfrewshire
Council and East Dunbartonshire Council have the lowest levels of deprivation
and are performing considerably better on this measure than any other council.
However, some councils (Aberdeenshire, Aberdeen City, and the Moray
councils) might be expected to perform better than they are when their lower
levels of deprivation are taken into account. Inverclyde Council has high levels of
deprivation but higher attainment than similarly deprived areas. We examined the
various factors which influence pupil attainment in our 2014 report on School
39
education , and are planning a further audit of the sector in 2019/20.
77. Councils should continue to work to understand the variations in performance
between them, learn what has been successful in other councils and, where
appropriate, apply these lessons to their own services.

How well does
your council report
performance to
local communities?
Is there a link
to outcomes,
priorities and
budgets in your
performance
reporting?
Have you
considered what
lessons you can
learn from other
councils who are
delivering services
well?
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Exhibit 11

Overall tariff scores for secondary school children compared with deprivation levels 2015/16
The link between attainment and deprivation varies across councils.

Overall average total tariff 2016/17

East Renfrewshire
East Dunbartonshire

Inverclyde
Aberdeenshire
Moray

Aberdeen City

Most deprived

Higher attainment than similarly deprived councils

Least deprived

Lower attainment than similarly deprived councils

Notes:
1. The line shows the relationship between overall average total tariff and deprivation levels.
2. We have used 2015/16 attainment data. Data is not currently available by council for 2016/17.
Source: Audit Scotland; and Local Government Benchmarking Framework 2015/16, Improvement Service

There is some evidence that spending reductions and increasing
demand are impacting on services
Public satisfaction is falling
78. Different sources show public satisfaction is falling:
• LGBF indicators mostly show a decline in public satisfaction between 2010
and 2017, for example satisfaction with the following services is down:
–– local schools from 83 to 73 per cent
–– libraries from 84 to 73 per cent
–– museums and galleries from 76 to 70 per cent
–– leisure facilities from 75 to 73 per cent
–– street cleaning from 73 to 70 per cent
–– refuse collection from 81 to 79 per cent.
Some satisfaction levels have been maintained or improved:
–– parks and open spaces has increased from 83 to 87 per cent.
• In 2016, the Scottish Household Survey found that only 56 per cent of
adults were satisfied with three local public services (local health services,
schools and public transport). This is the lowest level since it was first
40
measured in 2007, and down ten percentage points in five years.
• In a poll by PricewaterhouseCoopers in 2017, only 12 per cent of
respondents in Scotland agreed that their council had become more
41
effective over the last five years.

How can you
better engage with
local communities
to understand why
public satisfaction
is declining?
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There is evidence that adult social care services are not keeping up with
demand
79. Adult social care services are a main and growing area of spend for councils.
These services are now commissioned by IJBs. Social care services for older
people are a key pressure area for councils and IJBs as Scotland's population
ages. Between 2010/11 and 2016/17:
• The number of people aged 65 and over (and more likely to have two or
more long-term conditions) increased by 13.2 per cent.
• The number of people aged 75 and over (and, more likely to have three or
more long-term conditions) increased by 9.4 per cent.
80. Older people in need of support are cared for either in a residential care home
or in their own home by visiting home care workers. Since 2011, the policy of many
councils and the Scottish Government has been to move more care to a home setting.
81. National data suggests that spending on residential care is generally keeping
up with the number of residents, while spending on caring for people at home
has increased at a faster rate than the amount of care provided. National data on
quality shows that care homes assessed by the Care Inspectorate as good or
better has increased from 66 per cent in 2014/15 to 72 per cent in 2016/17 and
home care services from 81 per cent to 83 per cent.
82. Despite an increase in the number of homecare hours, the number of people
aged 65 and over who receive care at home fell by nine per cent. The Scottish
Government reports that this is due to a focus on people with higher needs meaning
42
that fewer people get more hours. Although this means that councils can focus care
on those with the highest needs, it does mean others no longer receive support. This
has implications for early interventions which could improve peoples' quality of life and
save money in the long-term by preventing people developing more complex needs.
83. Recent local inspections have raised significant concerns about social care
services' ability to meet demand from older people and about the quality of care
provided. The inspections at City of Edinburgh Council and Scottish Borders
Council found that older people faced long waits for an assessment of their needs
and a further wait to receive their care package following an assessment.
• In Edinburgh people waited 100 days for an assessment and 16 per cent
of cases had an unreasonable delay after assessment. Often, this meant
that the person's condition had deteriorated by the time they received their
service so it was no longer adequate. These delays impacted on other
health and social care services, especially hospitals, as people could not
43
return home until care had been arranged for them.
• In the Scottish Borders there was a nine week wait for top priority cases
and a 15 week wait for the second level of priority. Even some people
assessed as critical could struggle to get the support when they needed it.
Overnight care for people at the end of their life who wanted to die at home
was especially problematic. Inspectors found that staffing problems had led
to a lack of consistency of care and although always treated with respect,
44
some individuals had 24 different carers in a three-month period.
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84. We reported in our 2016 Social work in Scotland
audit, that people
receiving care were most unhappy with the limited length of visits. In the survey,
one person described facing a choice of breakfast or a shower as the carer
could not provide both in the 15-minute appointment slot. A survey of home
care workers by Unison in 2016, found that 80 per cent felt that their service had
been affected by budget reductions and many staff described this as a focus
45
on 'quantity not quality'. The Care Inspectorate reported that the number of
complaints upheld for adult care homes increased by five per cent between
2014/15 and 2016/17.
85. East Lothian Council has also reported a backlog of residents waiting for a care
46
package due to a lack of capacity within care providers. It is unlikely that these are
isolated examples as elderly populations are growing in all council areas in Scotland
and this trend is set to continue (Exhibit 4). The Competition and Markets Authority
concluded recently that the model for residential care was unsustainable without
47
additional funding. Councils and IJBs face significant challenges in delivering social
care. They will need to consider how to transform their social care services so that
older people are able to access the care they need.
There is a risk that reduced spending in education is affecting pupils'
learning experience and staff morale
86. Education is the largest area of council spend. Spending on schools, including
pre-schools, has been increasing since 2015/16 when the Scottish Government
introduced its School Attainment Challenge. Despite this, national data shows that
since 2010/11 spending on schools has not kept up with trends in pupil numbers:
• Spending on primary education has reduced by two per cent despite pupil
numbers increasing by nine per cent.
• Spending on secondary education has reduced by nine per cent while pupil
numbers have fallen by seven per cent.
87. Teacher-to-pupil ratios are protected by Scottish Government policy and funding.
Since 2012/13, teacher-to-pupil ratios have increased slightly in primary schools and
stayed the same in secondary schools, while the number of class room assistants
increased by 13 per cent over that period. However, since 2012/13:
• administration and clerical support staff have been reduced by 11 per cent
• library staff have been reduced by 16 per cent
• music instructors have been reduced by 30 per cent
• additional support needs care workers have been reduced by 13 per cent
despite a 44 per cent increase in children with additional support needs
48
over the same period.
88. There is no national data showing the impact of these staffing changes.
However, there is a risk that unless alternatives are provided, the reduction in
library and music staff could result in a less rich and varied learning experience.
Similarly, the reductions in additional support staff could mean some children are
not receiving the support they need.
89. A study for the Educational Institute of Scotland in 2017 found that 40 per cent
of teachers were considering leaving their job in the next 18 months. They found the
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main cause of stress was an excessive administration workload and lack of preparation
49
time. In a 2017 survey by UNISON, 60 per cent of support staff reported that morale
50
was low and 40 per cent claimed to work unpaid overtime every week.
90. Some councils are reporting difficulties recruiting staff and some schools cannot
51
offer higher level exams in some subjects due to a lack of suitably qualified staff.
Smaller services are affected more by budget cuts but the impact of this is
not always clear
91. Smaller services have experienced greater levels of budget reductions.
Although nationally published data does not break down staff by department,
there is evidence that sizeable staff reductions have affected these service.
• The Royal Town Planning Institute Scotland identified a 23 per cent
52
reduction in staffing of planning teams in local government since 2009.

Do you know how
budget cuts have
affected your
smaller services?

• The Society of Chief Officers of Environmental Health in Scotland reported
an eight per cent fall in environmental health services posts between 2016
53
and 2017.
• COSLA reported a 20 per cent decrease in the workforce for trading
54
standards, but did not specify over which time period.
92. These departments and others provide important services to communities,
such as inspecting building standards and public health; there is a risk that
staffing pressures and budget cuts could lead to errors with potentially serious
consequences to the public. As the Commission reported in 2013, the long-term
viability of councils' trading standards services is under threat, potentially leaving
55
consumers without important protection.
93. Keep Scotland Beautiful reports that overall local environmental quality has reached
its lowest point in over a decade. This is after a marked increase in the presence of
56
litter, fly tipping, graffiti and weeds in communities over the last 18 months. Councils
also report that fly tipping has increased from 6.22 incidents per 1000 households in
57
2014/15 to 9.23 incidents in 2016/17.
94. Funding for Money Advice Services reduced by around 15 per cent in 2015/16
and this is set to continue. Although councils have sought to minimise the impact
of cost reductions to the Money Advice Service by transforming services, these
cuts have also reduced the availability of locally based services. These types of
reductions could disproportionately affect the most disadvantaged and vulnerable
as 80 per cent of people using these services have a household income of under
58
£15,000. Limiting access to this service can diminish the wellbeing of people
who might use them. It could also make it more likely they will require help from
other council services such as social care and homelessness services.
95. We recognise that councils will prioritise some services over others to reflect
their strategic priorities. Our audit work has found that generally councils are
good at setting clear strategic priorities but that links to how these will achieve
improved performance and outcomes are poor. Councils should be able to clearly
set out the impact sizeable budget reductions have had on performance and
outcomes so that decisions on funding are based on solid evidence. This is an
area we plan to examine further in our 2019 report.
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